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OSV MARKET ROUND-UP
THE ONLY WAY IS UP 
FOR OWNERS 
General market sentiment 
among North Sea owners is more 
positive now than it has been 
for months... if not years... 2018 
is the year where many owners 
expect a market recovery to take 
hold. However, January was grim 
for those owners with exposure 
to the regional spot market, 
particulary in the AHTS sector.

The average spot fixture rate for 
small to medium AHTS vessels 
(less than 22,000 bhp) was just 
GBP 5,481 in January. There was 
not a single fixture recorded in 
this category with a rate of more 
than GBP 7,500. Those owners 
with larger vessels did not fare 
much better (see p.6-7). The PSV 
market was similarly flat for 
much of January, barring a slight 
tightening of supply in the second 
half of the month.

Nevertheless, this is the winter 
season in the North Sea, never 
renowned as the most opportune 
time for vessel owners to source 
lucrative spot fixtures. And 
charterers should not expect 
the market to remain this 
soft for long. It has been well 
documented that there is a long 
list of stacked rigs poised to 
return to service over the next 
few months, and activity levels 
should ramp up significantly. 
While January has proved to be a 
tough start to the year for owners, 
there is only one direction rates 
are going to go from here.

FINAL INVESTMENT DECISION FOR PENGUINS
Shell has made a final investment 
decision to redevelop the Penguins 
oil and gas field in the UK North 
Sea.

This decision gives the go ahead 
for the construction of a floating 
production, storage and offloading 
(FPSO) vessel, the first new 
manned installation for Shell in the 
northern North Sea in almost 30 
years.

The redevelopment was seen as an 
attractive opportunity with a com-
petitive go-forward break-even 
price below USD 40 per barrel.

Fluor has been awarded the 
engineering, procurement and 
construction contract for the FPSO. 
In addition, Sevan Marine will 

provide the technology for the 
circular FPSO and will provide 
technical support during the design 
phase of the project. The FPSO is 
expected to have a peak production 
of circa 45,000 boe/d.

The Penguins field currently 
processes oil and gas using four 
existing drill centres tied back 
to the Brent Charlie platform. 
The redevelopment of the field 
is required when Brent Charlie 
ceases production and will see 
an additional eight wells drilled, 
which will be tied back to the new 
FPSO vessel. 

Natural gas will be exported 
through the tie-in of existing 
subsea facilities and additional 
pipeline infrastructure.

NORWAY AWARDS 75 NEW LICENCES
Norway is offering a total of 75 
new offshore production licences 
to 34 companies as a result of 
its APA 2017 licensing round. 
Nineteen different companies 
have been awarded operating 
stakes in the new licences.

Never before have this many 
production licences been award-
ed from a previous APA Round 
(Awards in Pre-defined Areas), 
and never before has a round 
generated as many applications.

New licences are being awarded 
in the expanded APA area in 
both the Norwegian and Barents 

Seas. Of the 75 production 
licences being offered, 45 are 
located in the North Sea, 22 are 
in the Norwegian Sea and 8 are 
in the Barents Sea.

The full list of operatorships 
awarded from the APA 2017 
round consists of: Aker BP (total 
of 14 licences), ConocoPhillips 
(4), ENGIE (2), Faroe Petroleum 
(4), INEOS (1), Lundin (6), MOL 
(2), OMV (3), Petrolia NOCO (1), 
Point Resources (2), Repsol (2), 
Shell (2), Spirit Energy (3), Statoil 
(17), Suncor (2), Total (3), VNG 
(2), Wellesley Petroleum (2) and 
Wintershall (3).
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OSV MARKET ROUND-UP    

Chevron North Sea Limited has 
awarded a contract to Eidesvik 
to keep PSV Viking Princess on 
charter for at least another 18 
months. The Princess is now 
committed until July 2019, with 
Chevron holding options to 
extend the charter for 12 more 

months. The Viking Princess was 
fitted with a hybrid battery power 
system in 2017 in order to reduce 
the number of generators on 
board. This energy storage system 
improves engine efficiency in 
order to generate fuel savings and 
reduce greenhouse gas emissions.

Total E&P UK Limited has 
awarded Vroon Offshore a multi- 
year contract for the charter of 
two Ulstein PX 121 PSVs.

The vessels have been contracted 
for a firm period of three years 
with further options available 
thereafter. The first PSV will 
commence operations in 
February 2018, with the second 
due to start working for Total in 
September 2018.

While the specific vessels have 
not been identified by Vroon, the 
VOS Pace (pictured c/o D Dodds) 
is expected to fulfil the contract 
commencing in February, with 
the VOS Passion likely to be 
selected for the contract starting 
in September. Both vessels have

recently been trading the North 
Sea spot market.

The VOS Pace and Passion are 
two of six sister vessels built for 
Vroon to the PX 121 design by the

COSCO (Guangdong) Shipyard 
in China. Three of the PSVs are 
working in the North Sea, two 
are in the Mediterranean, and the 
last one (VOS Patriot) is due to be 
delivered later this year.

CHEVRON RETAINS PRINCESS

TOTAL CHARTERS VROON DUO

EnQuest Heather Ltd recently 
awarded new contracts to 
secure its term PSV tonnage 
for operations offshore the UK. 
The Vestland Artemis (pictured)
was awarded a one-year plus 
two one-year options contract, 
while incumbent Fletcher PSV 

FS Cygnus was retained for an 
equivalent term. In addition 
to this, another PSV operating 
under the management of 
Fletcher Shipping, the Standard 
Supporter, was chartered for one 
well firm plus three one-well 
options.

ENQUEST FIXES UP TERM TONNAGE
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OSV MARKET ROUND-UP       

Quadrant Energy has chartered 
Maersk Supply Service’s first 
two ‘Starfish’ AHTS vessels for 
operations offshore western 
Australia. The Maersk Master 
(pictured) and Maersk Mariner 
will support operations at 
Quadrant’s Phoenix South and 

Van Gogh drilling campaigns, 
which will initially entail three 
wells with an estimated duration 
of 150 to 200 days. The vessels 
will support Transocean’s GSF 
Development Driller I semisub-
mersible with supply and anchor 
handling duties.

Tidewater PSV Monty Orr Tide 
has been awarded a two-year 
plus options contract with 
Statoil Brasil. This is just one of 
a range of term fixtures finalised 
in Brazil recently, with Petrobras 
also awarding contracts to three 
WSUT vessels: the Gaivota has 
been chartered for a two-year 

firm period, while the Mandrião 
and Pardela have been fixed for 
three-year contracts. Total has 
also awarded term contracts 
to two Siem Offshore PSVs. 
The Siem Atlas and Siem Giant 
(pictured) have been chartered 
for a firm period of six months 
with further options available.

Peterson SNS (on behalf of the 
Southern North Sea Pool) has 
recently awarded five new term 
fixtures or contract extensions.

Island Offshore received one-
year firm contract extensions 
for PSVs Island Empress and 
Island Endeavour, while Vroon 
Offshore received equivalent 
contract extensions for its PSVs 
Pool Express and VOS Base.

Peterson SNS will also be adding 
a Myklebusthaug vessel to 
its PSV pool. The Dina Scout 
(pictured c/o O Halland) has also 
been chartered for a one-year 
firm period, with operations 
scheduled to commence this 
quarter.

In other recent developments 
within the UK PSV market, 
GulfMark PSV North Mariner 
has had her contract with Nexen 
extended for an additional year,

while Repsol Sinopec awarded 
a new two-year firm contract 
to Simon Møkster PSV Brage 
Supplier in direct continuation of 
her current charter.

STATOIL SELECTS MONTY IN BRAZIL

STARFISH VESSELS IN DEMAND IN AUSTRALIA

PETERSON STAYS BUSY IN SOUTHERN NORTH SEA
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OSV RATES & UTILISATION

NORTH SEA SPOT AVERAGE UTILISATION JANUARY 2018

TYPE JAN 2018 DEC 2017 NOV 2017 OCT 2017 SEP 2017 AUG 2017

MED PSV 52% 60% 70% 67% 75% 78%

LARGE PSV 76% 79% 79% 70% 92% 90%

MED AHTS 37% 49% 50% 41% 50% 57%

LARGE AHTS 44% 55% 50% 42% 72% 68%

JANUARY 2018 - DAILY NORTH SEA OSV AVAILABILITY

NORTH SEA AVERAGE RATES JANUARY 2018

CATEGORY
AVERAGE RATE

JAN 2018
AVERAGE RATE

JAN 2017
% CHANGE MINIMUM MAXIMUM

SUPPLY DUTIES PSVS < 900M2 £4,996 £5,958 -16.15% £3,500 £11,500

SUPPLY DUTIES PSVS > 900M2 £5,959 £5,764 +3.38% £3,000 £16,927

AHTS DUTIES AHTS < 22,000 BHP £5,481 £13,890 -60.54% £4,000 £7,357

AHTS DUTIES AHTS > 22,000 BHP £8,736 £16,229 -46.17% £4,117 £22,875

RATES & UTILISATION

DEPARTURES - NORTH SEA SPOT

BOURBON TOPAZ WEST AFRICA

SKANDI FEISTEIN MEDITERRANEAN

TROMS HERA WEST AFRICA

SPOT MARKET ARRIVALS & DEPARTURES MID-DEC 2017 TO JAN 2018

* Vessels arriving in or departing from the North Sea term/layup market are not included here.

ARRIVALS - NORTH SEA SPOT

BB TROLL EX BLACK SEA

FAR SITELLA EX WEST AFRICA

HIGHLAND VALOUR EX CENTRAL AMERICA

ARRIVALS (CONTINUED)

ONYX EX MEDITERRANEAN

PACIFIC LEADER EX WEST AFRICA

SKANDI HERA EX MEDITERRANEAN
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NORTH SEA AVERAGE SPOT RATES
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FEATURE VESSEL

Ultra Deep Solutions has commenced its well intervention 
newbuild process, with steel expected to be cut on the first vessel 
during the fourth quarter of this year.

REMBRANDT

Construction of the DP3-enabled 
vessel, which will be named 
Rembrandt, will take around 
34 to 36 months to complete. 
The Rembrandt will be a hybrid 
vessel of SALT design, with 
an integrated energy storage 
system.

In December, Ultra Deep 
Solutions awarded CMHI (China 
Merchants Heavy Industry) 
a Letter of Intent to build the 
SALT 310-design vessel. The 
Rembrandt will have a length 
of 162m, a beam of 32m and she 
will be equipped with Huis-

man’s 3-in-1 well intervention, 
flexible lay and rigid pipe tower. 

Ultra Deep Solutions will also 
install a 600-to-1,000 tonne 
Huisman hybrid crane, and the 
vessel will have 2,700m² of open 
deck area with storage space for 
10 reels of flexibles. She will be 
equipped with a 650m Hydrogen 
Saturation system.

Ultra Deep Solutions has stated 
that this well intervention order 
marks the first of five hybrid 
vessels which will be ordered 
over the next 14 months.

REMBRANDT SPECS

Build Yard: CMHI yard
Design: SALT 310 
Length: 162m
Beam: 32m
Dynamic Positioning: DP3
Open Deck: 2,700m²
Crane: 600-1,000 tonne
Saturation System: 650m 
Hydrogen Tower: 3-in-1 well 
intervention, flexible lay and 
rigid pipe tower
Build Duration: 34 to 36 months
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OSV NEWBUILDINGS, S&P

DOF SELLS MARSTEIN

As the focus for some within the 
OSV sector moves from a market 
downturn to a market recovery, 
Seacor Marine is one owner that 
has been particularly active on 
the acquisition front in recent 
months.

In mid-January, Seacor 
announced the formation 
of Seacosco Offshore, a joint 
venture with Chinese shipowner 
Cosco. The JV has entered into 
contracts to buy eight Rolls-
Royce designed newbuild PSVs 
from the Cosco Heavy Industry 
(Guangdong) Shipyard in China. 
Six of the vessels (originally 
ordered by Chellsea Shipping) 
are of the UT 771 WP design 
with a deadweight of 4,400 tons, 
and the other two (originally 
ordered by Tidewater) are built 
to the UT 771 CD design with a 
deadweight of 3,800 tons.

Seacosco will take title to seven 
of the PSVs in 2018 and the last 
one in 2019. Thereafter, Cosco 
Guangdong, at its cost, will store 
the vessels at the yard for periods 
ranging from six to 18 months. 
This storage period can be 
reduced by mutual agreement.

Seacosco has entered into a 
contract with Rolls-Royce 
Marine AS for six of the PSVs to 
be outfitted with state-of-the-art 
battery energy storage systems 
to reduce fuel consumption and 
to enhance the safety and redun-
cancy of the vessels’ systems. 
This follows a similar contract 
that Seacor recently entered into 
for four of its Mexico-based PSVs 
to also be upgraded with battery 
energy storage systems.

Seacosco will be funded with 
30% equity and 70% debt

financing. The aggregate total 
consideration for the eight PSVs, 
including the battery storage 
systems, will be approximately 
USD 161.1 million, an average 
of USD 20.1 million per vessel. 
Seacor’s total cash outlay for the 
deal will be USD 22.4 million.

Prior to this, Seacor also acquired 
four West Africa-based UT 
755LN PSVs. The Hellespont 
Daring, Dawn, Defiance and 
Drive (pictured) were all 
delivered in 2009 or 2010. The 
aggregate consideration for the 
four vessels was in the range of 
USD 7.0-9.0 million in cash.

SEACOR AGGRESSIVE WITH PSV ACQUISITIONS

DOF has sold its 1996-built PSV 
Skandi Marstein. The MT6000- 
designed vessel was acquired by 
A1 Offshore Solutions, and has 
been renamed Eurus Express 
(pictured). She is being offered for 
activities in the oil, gas and wind 

industries. A1 Offshore has also 
recently added the Notus Express 
to its fleet. Previously known as 
Karadeniz Powership Sir Patrick 
(and prior to that Siem Supplier), 
the vessel is being upgraded for 
walk-to-work operations.

The former Olympic Progress 
has been relocated to Vietnam 
following her recent sale from 
Olympic Shipping to Tang Cang 
Offshore Services JSC. The 
vessel (pictured c/o O Halland) 
has now been renamed as Tan 

Cang 66. Originally delivered in 
2005, she was built to the UT 
755 LN design. She has a length 
of 73.6m, moulded breadth of 
16.0m, deck area of 680m² and a 
deadweight of more than 3,000 
tonnes.

OLYMPIC PROGRESS OFF TO VIETNAM
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NAME TYPE/DESIGN OWNER/ MANAGER COMMITMENT

CBO IGUAÇU HAVYARD 843 AHTS GRUPO CBO SOUTH AMERICA

PACIFIC GRIFFON IMT 984 PSV SWIRE PACIFIC OFFSHORE TBC

POSH ARCTURUS 6,600 BHP AHT PACC OFFSHORE SERVICES HOLDINGS TBC

OSV NEWBUILDINGS, S&P

Newbuild PSV Pacific Griffon is 
being mobilised to West Africa 
following her recent delivery 
from Japan Marine United 
Corporation. The Pacific Griffon 
(pictured c/o M Neko) is the 
seventh of ten vessels being built 

for Swire Pacific Offshore to the 
IMT 984 design. Of the earlier 
deliveries, four vessels are in 
West Africa (Pacific Gannet, 
Goldfinch, Gosling and Grebe), 
while two are in Australia 
(Pacific Grackle and Greylag).

GRIFFON GOING TO AFRICA

CBO AHTS DELIVERED IN BRAZIL

The Maridive Group has 
added two new PSVs to its fleet 
following their acquisition 
from MMA Offshore. The 
Jaya Valiant and Jaya Victory  
(pictured c/o P Sinke) have been 
renamed as Maridive Zohr I and 

Maridive Zohr II respectively. 
The 2014-built vessels are now 
working for Eni at the Zohr 
development offshore Egypt. 
They are medium-sized PSVs 
with a length of 76m, deck area of 
750m² and deadweight of 3,500t.

MARIDIVE TAKES TWO FROM MMA

RECENT DELIVERIES OF NEWBUILD OSVS

Grupo CBO has added newbuild 
AHTS vessel CBO Iguaçu to 
its fleet following her delivery 
from the company’s Estaleiro 
Oceana shipyard in Itajaí, Brazil. 
Built to the Havyard 843 design, 
the vessel was built to fulfil an 

eight-year firm contract that 
Grupo CBO was awarded during 
the seventh round of Petrobras’ 
Prorefam (fleet renewal) process. 
The CBO Iguaçu (pictured c/o T 
Prado) meets the requirements of 
Petrobras’ AHTS 18000 criteria.

The PaxOcean Engineering 
Zhuhai Shipyard has delivered 
newbuild AHT vessel POSH 
Arcturus to PACC Offshore 
Services Holdings (POSH). The 
POSH Arcturus is a sister vessel 
to the POSH Antares, which 

was delivered in 2016. The 
vessels have a length of 50.7m, 
a breadth of 13.8m and a bollard 
pull of approximately 85 tonnes. 
They have an accommodation 
capacity for 28 persons and a 
maximum speed of 13 knots.

PAXOCEAN NEWBUILD FOR POSH
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SUBSEA   

Ultra Deep Solutions has been 
very active recently with three 
additional contracts being added 
to its backlog. UDS has also 
exercised an option with China 
Merchants Heavy Industry to 
build another newbuild dive 
support construction vessel. 
The option vessel will be a sister 
of the Deep Matisse, which is 
currently under construction 
and scheduled for delivery 
during the first quarter of 2019.
The recently announced new-
build will be named Kandinsky. 
She will be equipped with DP3 

station-keeping and a 24-man 
twin-bell saturation system, 
and twin 24-man self-propelled 
hyperbaric lifeboats.
The 145m-long vessel will be 
outfitted with a 400 tonne 
Huisman crane, enabling 
operations in working depths 
of 5,200m. She will have two 
250HP WROVs that can work in 
4,000m water depths.
The Ice-C Class vessel will have 
2,200m² of open deck suitable 
for a well intervention tower 
and flex lay tower.
Ultra Deep Solutions already has 

the DSCV MT-6024-designed 
Lichtenstein in its fleet following 
her delivery in late 2017. The 
next development will see the 
delivery of the MT6024-designed 
Picasso in first quarter 2018, the 
MT6023-designed Van Gogh 
in second quarter 2018, the 
MT6023-designed Andy Warhol 
in third quarter 2018, the Red 
Class 6027-designed Deep In-
staller in fourth quarter 2018, the 
MT6023-designed Ultra Deep 
Matisse DSCV in first quarter 
2019, and finally the Rembrandt 
(featured on page 8).

SUBSEA MARKET ROUND-UP

UDS SECURES FOUR MULTI-YEAR CONTRACTS

Ultra Deep Solutions has been 
awarded four new long-term 
contracts since late December. 
Louisiana-based start-up Tiger 
Subsea Services has chartered 
the Lichtenstein for a three-year 
plus one-year option contract in 
the US Gulf of Mexico, as well 
as the DP2 DSCV Picasso for a 

four-year plus options charter in 
South America. 
The Picasso is equipped with 
an 18-man twin bell saturation 
diving system rated to 300m, 
and she has accommodation for 
130 persons and a 140-tonne 
heave compensated crane. She 
will arrive in Singapore during 
the first week of February 2018 
to be fitted with two work-class 
ROVs, prior to mobilising to 
South America. 
Ultra Deep Solutions has also an-
nounced that they have secured 
a five-year contract for the Andy 

Warhol, which is currently 
under construction at China’s 
Qingdao Beihai shipyard. The 
contract is with an undisclosed 
private shipping company. 
The Andy Warhol will operate 
primarily in the Middle East, 
India and Far East during the 
five-year campaign.
These three contracts follow 
the five-year contract that 
Ultra Deep’s Van Gogh was 
awarded with Malaysia’s Red 
Tech Offshore, as reported in the 
November-December edition of 
Seabreeze.

BP AWARDS WALK-TO-WORK CAMPAIGN
BP has awarded Reach Subsea 
a 12-week firm plus six weekly 
options contract for walk-to-
work duties on the Mungo field 
in the North Sea.
Reach Subsea will utilise the 
SPS-2008 classed OCV Normand 

Reach for the campaign, which 
is due to commence in late April 
or early May. 
Built to the STX OSCV 03 
design, the DP2 Normand Reach 
is a 121m long vessel with a 
maximum lift of 250 tonnes and 

accommodation for 100 persons. 
She will have an Ampelamann 
E-type gangway installed, which 
is capable of reaching the 23m 
platform deck.
Seabrokers are proud to have 
been involved in this contract.
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SUBSEA

Statoil has awarded Subsea 
7 a contract to supply and 
install 53km of rigid flowlines, 

including 34km of pipe-in-pipe 
flowline, for the Johan Castberg 
project in the Barents Sea. 
The award covers the design, 
coating, fabrication and in-
stallation of the rigid flowline 
including the pipe-in-pipe 
flowline. Fabrication is to 
be undertaken at Subsea 7’s 

spoolbase at Vigra, Norway, with 
offshore operations to be carried 
out in 2020. The NOK 49 billion 
development plan for Johan 
Castberg includes an FPSO and 
subsea development with a total 
of 30 wells, 10 subsea templates 
and two satellite structures. First 
oil is scheduled for 2022.

SUBSEA 7 TO HELP JOHAN CASTBERG FLOW 

FIVE-YEAR CONTRACT FOR NORMAND COMMANDER
SolstadFarstad has entered into a 
five-year bareboat contract with 
Bahia Grande for the use of IMR 
vessel Normand Commander for 
operations offshore Argentina.  
The contract also comes with a 
three-year option.

The MT 6016 MkII-designed 
vessel, which was built in 2006, 
will commence the charter in 
February. Prior to the award of 
this contract, the vessel had been 
in lay-up since March 2016.

EIDESVIK KEEPS VESSELS BUSY
Eidesvik has signed a Letter of 
Intent with seismic company 
Seabed Geosolutions for the use 
of multiservice vessel Subsea 
Viking and the seismic vessel 
Vantage. The vessels will carry 
out OBN surveys offshore Trin-
idad and Brazil, and they will 
remain committed until the end 
of the year.

IHS Markit has reported that 
the Subsea Viking will work as 
the node deployment vessel, 
while the Vantage will provide 
source on the surveys. The crew 
will initially work on a 225km² 
survey for BHP Billiton over the 
Greater Angostura field offshore 
Trinidad, before steaming to 
Brazil for a seven-month project 

for Petrobras covering the Buzios 
field area in the Santos Basin.

WELL INTERVENTION WORK ON RHUM 
BP has chartered the Blackford 
Dolphin semisubmersible to carry 
out well intervention operations 
at the Rhum gas field in the UK 
Northern North Sea.
The re-entry and re-completion 
of the Rhum #3 well, which is 
not currently producing, will 
commence during the second 
quarter of 2018. The well is already 

connected to the infrastructure 
and production will start before 
the end of the year.
Rhum, a high-pressure, high-tem-
perature satellite field located 
40km north of Bruce, was brought 
into production in 2005 as a subsea 
development tied back to the Bruce 
platform via an insulated pipeline. 
The Bruce field was discovered in 

1974 and came into production in 
1993, with Keith tied back to Bruce 
in 2000.
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SUBSEA 

Tulip Oil has made the Final 
Investment Decision (FID) for 
the development of the Q10 gas 
field in the Dutch sector of the 
North Sea.
Tulip Oil will now proceed with 
the development of Q10, which 
was discovered in 2015 and 
lies 20km offshore in a shallow 
water environment.
First gas is expected in 2019 and 

an unmanned offshore platform 
(Q10-A) with a pipeline will be 
installed and tied back to the 
TAQA-operated P15d platform to 
the south east of Q10.
Allseas has been awarded the 
pipeline scope, while Heerema 
will be responsible for the pro-
duction platform.
Tulip Oil is the license holder 
and operator of the Q7 and Q10a 

licences with a 60% interest, 
while EBN holds the remaining 
40% stake.

TULIP REACHES FID FOR Q10

REV TO CEASE PRODUCTION IN 2020

Repsol has filed an application to 
remove the umbilicals and export 
pipeline from the Rev field, with 
plans to cease production during 
the first quarter of 2020.
Production from Rev commenced 
in 2009. The field is located on 

the Norwegian Continental Shelf, 
however the export pipeline and 
umbilicals cross over into the UK 
Continental Shelf and connect to 
Chrysaor’s Armada platform.
Repsol’s application includes the 
removal of 4.8km of 12-inch gas 
condensate pipelines from the 
UK median line to Rev’s subsea 
isolation valve close to the Arma-
da platform, as well as 4.9km of 
umbilicals from the UK median 
line to the point at which it joins 
the junction box close to Armada.
The decommissioning plan is 
to leave the buried parts of the 

pipeline in place and to remove 
the exposed sections of the pipe-
line within the Armada 500 metre 
zone.
The partial removal is preferred 
because de-burying the pipeline, 
which is situated in depths of 
between 1 to 2m, would take up to 
10 times longer to complete.
The 12-inch export pipeline has 
22 concrete mattresses in place 
and the umbilical has 48 concrete 
mattresses.
These will all be removed as part 
of the Rev UKCS Decommission-
ing Project.

NORTH OCEAN 102 READY FOR ATLANTA
McDermott’s 2009-built pipelay 
vessel North Ocean 102 arrived 
in Brazil in early January. She 
has now commenced work for 
Brazilian exploration and pro-
duction company Queiroz Galvão 
Exploração e Produção (QGEP) at 
the Atlanta field.
McDermott was awarded the 
SURF engineering, product 
supply and installation scope for 
the Atlanta field by QGEP’ back 

in 2015. Under the terms of the 
deal, it was agreed that the North 
Ocean 102 would begin work on 
the contract when the Petrojarl 
I FPSO arrived in Brazil, which 
occured in early January.
The DP2, 134m long vessel is 
equipped with a vertical lay 
system for flexible product 
installation. She has a 250-tonne 
active-heave knuckle-boom 
crane, accommodation for 199 

persons and a flex lay tower with 
a 300 tonne single tensioner that 
can install 16-inch pipelines in 
waters depths of 3,000m.
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RENEWABLES 

Bibby Marine Services is plan-
ning to achieve up to a 30% stake 

in the Service Operations Vessel 
(SOV) market. This would result 
in them operating a fleet of 
around five or six SOVs by 2025.
Unlike the Bibby WaveMaster 
1 (pictured), the second SOV 
will be ordered against a firm 
contract but further speculative 
orders could occur in the future. 
Bibby Marine Services will 

continue with the Damen 902 
platform for the new SOVs, with 
any changes most likely made 
to the gangway technology and 
secondary systems used.
The 2017-built Bibby WaveMas-
ter 1 has a length of 89.65m and 
accommodation for 90 persons, 
and she is fitted with an Uptime 
gangway.

BIBBY MARINE PLANS VESSEL GROWTH

DAMEN OUTFITS VOS STONE
Damen Shiprepair Oranjewerf 
has completed final outfitting 
and modifications of Vroon’s 
second W2W vessel VOS Stone.
The eight-week programme 
included the installation of a 
50-tonne active heave-com-
pensated, knuckle-boom crane, 
along with taut-wire, RadaScan 
and Hipap from Kongsberg for 
the vessel-positioning system, 

and a boat landing system for 
fuelling crew-transfer vessels. 
The 2017-built vessel will also 
be the first to use Ampelmann’s 
A-400 gangway system. The 
80m vessel, which has accom-
modation for 60 client person-
nel, has already been awarded a 
contract with VBMS to support 
inter-array cabling operations at 
the Arkona offshore wind farm 

during the first half of this year. 
In the summer, she will provide 
logistics support and offshore 
accommodation at the wind 
farm on behalf of E.ON.

TWO-YEAR CONTRACT FOR ACTA AURIGA  
Offshore Breeze Energy has 
awarded Acta Marine’s new-
build support vessel Acta Auriga 
a two-year charter to operate at 
the Bard Offshore 1 wind farm in 
the German North Sea.
The contract will see the Acta 
Auriga perform logistical sup-

port for maintenance activities 
at the 400MW Bard Offshore 1 
wind farm.
The 93.4m-long vessel is 
equipped with a walk-to-work 
gangway system, a 3D compen-
sated crane and accommodation 
for a total of 120 persons.

NO NEGATIVE BIDS FOR SECOND GERMAN AUCTION
Germany’s second offshore wind 
auction, which is due on April 3, 
2018, will not allow any negative 
bids. 
This is after three of the four 
winning projects in the first 
auction, which was held in April 

2017, were zero bid support 
submissions.
The second German offshore 
auction gives priority to projects 
located in the Baltic Sea, with 
a quota of at least 500MW, in 
addition to projects that were 

either fully permitted or had 
reached an advanced stage 
of permitting by August 2016 
with commissioning expected 
between December 31, 2020 and 
December 31, 2025.
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RIGS

Statoil has chartered semisub-
mersible Transocean Spitsbergen 
for a 22-well drilling campaign 
at its Snorre Expansion Project 
offshore Norway. The rig is 
scheduled to commence opera-
tions in the third quarter of 2019, 

with an esimated duration of 33 
months. Two further one-well 
options are available. The 22 
firm wells carry a contract 
backlog of USD 286 million for 
Transocean, equating to a day 
rate of circa USD 285,000.

OIL PRICE VS RIG UTILISATION

RIG UTILISATION AND DAY RATES
UTILISATION

JAN
2018

JAN
2017

JAN
2016

JAN
2015

JAN
2014

NORTHWEST EUROPE 58.4% 52.3% 74.2% 94.9% 98.9%

SOUTH AMERICA 73.0% 74.4% 83.2% 91.3% 96.4%

US GULF 36.0% 32.4% 42.2% 57.6% 73.1%

RECENT DAY RATE BENCHMARKS LOW (USD) HIGH (USD)

UK HARSH HIGH SPEC JACKUPS 80,000 145,000

WEST AFRICA HIGH SPEC JACKUPS 70,000 80,000

UK HARSH HIGH-SPEC SEMISUBS 115,000 130,000

NORWAY HARSH HIGH-SPEC SEMISUBS 160,000 200,000

GLOBAL ULTRA-DEEPWATER SEMISUBS 115,000 170,000

GLOBAL ULTRA-DEEPWATER DRILLSHIPS 135,000 183,000

INACTIVE RIGS NORTHWEST EUROPE

NAME TYPE STATUS
BAUG JU COLD STACK

BIDEFORD DOLPHIN SS WARM STACK

BLACKFORD DOLPHIN SS WARM STACK

BORGLAND DOLPHIN SS WARM STACK

BRAGE JU COLD STACK

BREDFORD DOLPHIN SS COLD STACK

BYFORD DOLPHIN SS WARM STACK

COSLINNOVATOR SS WARM STACK

COSLPIONEER SS WARM STACK

EIR JU COLD STACK

ENSCO 70 JU COLD STACK

ENSCO 71 JU WARM STACK

FONN JU COLD STACK

ISLAND INNOVATOR SS WARM STACK

MAERSK GIANT JU WARM STACK

MAERSK REACHER JU WARM STACK

MAERSK RESOLUTE JU WARM STACK

NOBLE HANS DEUL JU WARM STACK

OCEAN GUARDIAN SS WARM STACK

OCEAN PATRIOT SS WARM STACK

PARAGON B391 JU WARM STACK

PARAGON C461 JU WARM STACK

PARAGON C462 JU WARM STACK

PARAGON C463 JU WARM STACK

PARAGON C20051 JU WARM STACK

PARAGON C20052 JU COLD STACK

PARAGON HZ1 JU WARM STACK

PARAGON MSS1 SS WARM STACK

POLAR PIONEER SS COLD STACK

PROSPECTOR 5 JU WARM STACK

RAN JU WARM STACK

ROWAN GORILLA VII JU WARM STACK

ROWAN NORWAY JU WARM STACK

SCARABEO 5 SS COLD STACK

SCARABEO 8 SS WARM STACK

SEDCO 711 SS COLD STACK

SEDCO 714 SS COLD STACK

SERTAO DS COLD STACK

SONGA DEE SS COLD STACK

SONGA DELTA SS COLD STACK

SONGA TRYM SS COLD STACK

STENA DON SS COLD STACK

SWIFT 10 JU WARM STACK

WEST ALPHA SS COLD STACK

WEST EPSILON JU COLD STACK

WEST HERCULES SS WARM STACK

WEST NAVIGATOR DS COLD STACK

WEST VENTURE SS COLD STACK

WILHUNTER SS COLD STACK

22-WELL STATOIL CONTRACT FOR TRANSOCEAN

FOUR-YEAR DRILLSHIP CONTRACT IN GHANA
Tullow Oil has awarded a 
contract to Maersk Drilling for 
a four-year charter of drillship 
Maersk Venturer offshore 
Ghana. The rig will be drilling 
development wells at the Jubilee 
field and the TEN Project (Twen-

eboa, Enyenra and Ntomme 
fields). Operations are due to 
commence in February. Tullow 
has indicated that a second 
deepwater drilling rig may be 
contracted to accelerate drilling 
at Jubilee and TEN.

Source: IHS-Petrodata
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HARSH ENVIRONMENT RIG SALES
As rig owners sense a more bullish outlook for the 
harsh environment semisubmersible market, three 
Asian yards have finalised the ‘re-sale’ of previously 
cancelled newbuild tonnage in recent weeks.

In South Korea, Northern Drilling Ltd (NODL) has 
exercised an option to purchase ultra-deepwater 
semisubmersible Bollsta Dolphin from Hyundai 
Heavy Industries for USD 400 million. Originally 
ordered by Dolphin Drilling/Fred Olsen Energy, 
the rig is now scheduled for delivery in January 
2019 although NODL can take earlier delivery if a 
contract is secured.

Also in South Korea, Samsung Heavy Industries 
has sold the former Stena MidMax to an undis-
closed European buyer for USD 505 million. The 
newbuild, cancelled by Stena Drilling, is scheduled 
for delivery before the end of 2018. In Singapore, 
the Jurong Shipyard has agreed to sell the West 
Rigel (originally ordered by North Atlantic Drilling/
Seadrill) to an unnamed buyer for USD 500 million.

CONUNDRUM CORNER
The answer to last month’s teaser :- A woman 
was 70 years old in 2000 but only 60 years old in 
2010. How can this be?

The correct answer was :- She was living in 
2000BC so in 2010BC she was 60 years old, and a 
decade later in 2000BC she was 70 years old.

This month, our poser is as follows:

There are three light switches downstairs. Each 
switch corresponds to one of the three light bulbs 
in the attic. You can turn the switches on and off, 
and leave them in any position. How would you 
identify which switch corresponds to which light 
bulb, if you are only allowed one trip upstairs?

Answers back to chartering@seabrokers.co.uk.

THE SEABREEZE ARCHIVE
For the current or archive copies of Seabreeze go 
to: http://www.seabrokers.co.uk/ - see under 
Shipbroking / Market Reports. If you wish to 
Subscribe or Unsubscribe please contact:  
chartering@seabrokers.co.uk

CONUNDRUM CORNER,  
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